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AGE AS A FACTOR IN SECOND LPNGUAGE ACQUISITION:

A 'REVIEW OF SOME RECENT RESEARCH

.-

Introductory

by

D. M. SINGLETON

I

It is commonly held.tfiat a person's capacity for language

Oarning diminishep drastically at some point between childhood

and adulthood. This belief is based on the everyday observation

of differences between children and adults in the 'sitter of

language acquisition:

...babies pick up their mother tongue with what seems like
great ease, and young children in suitable environments pick
up a second language with little trouble, whereas adults
seem 'to struggle ineffectively with a new language and to
impose the phonology and syntax of their mother tongue
on the new language.

(Macnamara 1973, p.63)

In recent years, the assume connexioo between ease of\

language learning and age.has been investigated more scientifically

by researchers from a wide range of disciplines. Inevitably,-the.

investigation has generated controversy.

Some evidence of age-related differences,amongst

language learners

The results ,of a number of ezcpeiiments tail surveys suggest

that early exposure to a given second language is the surest way

of acquiring an authentic 'accent' in that language. An account

of some of 'this evidence is given below.
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In 1969 James Asher and Ramiro Gareth reported an experiment

they had carried out in California on seventy-one Cuban immigrants

between the ages of Been and nineteen and a control group of

thirty-American children. A panel of nineteen American high

school students was asked to listen to randomly ordered recordings

of these -young Cuban's and Americans uttering the same set of -

English sentences, and to judge fidelity of pronunciation by t,

ticking one of the following categories for eaCIsIlBlect:
7

A .indicated a native speaker

B
.

indicated a near native speaker

C indicated a slight foreign accent

D indicated a defin;te foreign accent

Asher and Gartfa found that, irrespective of age of entry

into the United States 9nd length of stay, not one of the 71 Cubaninto
was judged to have nativepronunciation. However, many

Were deemed to speak with near-nieative pronunciati6n, and the

o hest probability of t, .s n .r-native sound production occurred

ix? children who.had gone tc Hu United States between the ages

of one and six years snd who had lived there over a period of

between five and Ax years. Moreover, the younger a child had

entered the United States the higher the probability of a

native-like accent, and this probability was further increased

the longer the child had lived, in the United States.
.

For example, o the children six or younger, iTho lived
here between 5 8 years, 712 had a dear-native
prontniciation as compared with only 502 of those living
here between one and four years. For the older children,
those in the age range of 13 to 19, nobody (N 9) who
lived here between 1 and 4 years had a near native
pronunciation, and only 17Z of these children who lived
in the United States between 5 and 8 years (N 6) had
a near-native speech.

)
(Asher and Garcia 1969, p.340)
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More recent findings have been published by Herbert Seliger,

Stephen Krashen and Peter Ladefoged (1975), Ann Fathman (1975)

and Susan Oyama (1976). Seliger, Krashen and Ladefoged

supervised the interviewing Of 394 adult subjects who, at

various ages and from various countries,,had emigrated .to the

United States and Israel respectively. The questions asked

concerned country of birth, age, age of arrival in the United

States/Israel,.and distinguishability from native,- speakers of

English/Hebrew. An analysis of these interviews revealed that

a majority of those respondents who had migrated at or under

the age of nine years reported that most speakers of their

Carget language thought they were native speakers. Most

'respondents who had migrated at.or over the age of sixtden

years, on the other hind, felt they still had a foreign accent.

Of responde.ts who had migrated, between the ages of ten and

fifteen yearsSthe number who reported a foreign accent 'was

nearly identical to the number who reported no accent' (Seliger,
r

Krashen and Ladefoged'1975, p.21).

Fathman tested a sample of 140 young immigrants living in

the Washington D.C. area. These were school students of diverse

language backgrounds and of ages rangiv from six to fifteen

years. An oral production test was used based on a series of

pairs of pictures.. The examiner would point to ore of the pair,

giving a relevant stimulus utterances then point to the second

picturt and require the subject, to complete its description by

supplying omitted wards, phrases or sentences. In addition:,

each student was asked to give a general description of a

composite picture. The scores for the more structured part of

the test were related solely to correctness of morpholOgy and

Isyntax, whereas the discursive descriptions Are given ratings

on a five point scale for pronunciation and fluency as well as

grammatical accuracy. As far as prdnunciation was ipncerned,

the younger children, aged six to4ten years, were given ,'

significAntly higher ratings than the older group, aged eleven

ti
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' to fifteen years, despite the fact that all the children had

been exposed to English for the same period of time. This

seemed to SUggest_ithat the group of younger children may be

learningpilish phonology at a faster rate than the group of

older children,: (Fathman 1975, p.249).

Oyamals experimental group were sixty Italian-born immigrants

who had learned English at various ages and had bees in the

United States for varying numbers of years. Their English

pronunciation was scored from two speech samples;'a short
.

paragraph read aloud and the recounting, of a dangerous experience.

A 45-second extract from each passage was then judged by two

native-speakers of English on a five-point scale, from 'no accent'

to :heavy accent'. The results indicated that age of arrival in

th United States was a better predictor of accent than the

Luber of years spent there.

These findings, taken together', seem to indicate a link

between the Age at which a-lrarner first entounters the target

language and whether or not he acquires an authentic pronunciation. ,

Three points need to be made in connexion with this tedtativm

conclusion. First, all of the studies desckbed above were

concerned with the degree to Shich non - native-speakers were able

to pass. for native - speakers in terms of accent. There is no

suggestion that distinguishability in this context equals

unintelligibil''y. For those speakers who were deemed to have a

non-native accent, that wiAch distinguished them from.native-

spdakers could asilyhave been no more than a matter of

redundant phonetic detail. It is quite possible, for example,

for a person to have a perfectly adequate functional command of

the 'English,consonant system and yet. retain, .say, a uvular

eversion of in or retroflex versidri's of /t/, /d/, /n/, etc.

Secondly, the evidence is for a trend rather than for the

operation of an absolute and inexorable law. Exceptions to this

6
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trend are numerous, In Asher and Garcfa's experiment, in which

the best assessment obtaineiby any of the experimental subjects

was thit their speech 'indicated a near native speaker', 7% of

those who had entered the United States after the age of

thirteen were judged to 'lave attained this level.. Similarly,

in the surveys carried out by Seliger, Krashen and Ladefoged,

7.6% of those who had learnt English/Hebrew as adults claimed '

no accent.

Thirdly, there is some counter-evidence. Robe t Politzer

and Louis Weiss (1969) tested about,250 subjects with no

knowledge of French from 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th grades for

auditory discrimination between French vowel phonemes and

between French and English vowel sounds, for imitative

pron=iation,of French worde.and di ability to recall these

words a short while later. On the basis of their results they

concluded that 'peiformancs in all chtse three Clitks tends to

increase with maturation' (p.83). Lars Ekstrand (1976) obtainei

various kinds of data on 2,189 immigrant pupils of school age

registered in Swedish Comprehensive schools and regarded as

needing special tuition in Swedish. Tests for pronunciation,

transcribing dictation, listening comprehension, reading

coOprehension, free oral prodUction and free-w-itten producticin

in Swedish were administered to this population (or,, in t e case

of pronunciation and free oral production tests,- to s

thereof). All teat results except those for free oral

production were found to correlate positively and significantly

with age, suggesting that language ability, including

.pronunciation, 'improves with age' (p.190). Ekstrand also

reports (1976, p.182' that an early investigation of the

English pronunciation and listening comprehension ,f 1,200

Swedish pupils (grades 1 - 4) who had been taught English-over

one ',pester indicated that 'the.oldei children did significantly

better than the younger ones'.

1.



An interesting sidelight is thrown on this question by a

considerationbof regional/national variations of accent amongst

native-speakers of the same language. William Lakov (1966; 1970)

claims that pedple rare1y aZtuire.thc accent of a particular

tegion if they 'move into that region after puberty. Paul

''Christopherson, on the other hand, asserts that at least some

speakers do changg their accent (1973, p.48). Clive James,

recently review the Eft coverage of the Wintef Olympics and,

in partilCular, some inte?views with the .British skater Robin

Cousins.k lent unwitting support to Christopheften's view:

All this time the BBC commentators had been doing their
best to stay calm about Robin Cousins. They rarely
mentioned him more than a thousand times a night. There
were only a hundred interviews with his parents, while
whole hours went by'without Robin himself being called to'
the camera. When he did speak, it was with a noticeable
American accent - an indication that his gift hasbeen
brought to flower somewhere else than.here. Nevertheless
he' is still one of us.

ale Observer, 24.2.80, p.20)

With regard to other aspecti of language, evidence for a

falling-off in learning capacity as the child progresses towards

adulthood is quite scarce. Oyama (1973) gave her subjects

(Italian -born immigrants to the United States) a number Of tests

involving syntax and sliamantics.

In two of these (a 'sentences through noise' task and a
test in which subjects were asked to make grammatical
acceptability judgements) a clear effect for age of arrival
was observed; those who arrived in the United,States at
younger ages did best, and there was no effect for years
spent in the U.S.

(Report in Krashen 1975, p%218)

Similarly, C. A. Ramsey and E. N., Wright (1974) examined

immigrants in Canada anT found that

a.
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the older a child was when-introduced to English,. the

poorer the performance on various tests of English language
skill. Children *rho arrived after the age of 6 tended to
have lower scores on tests of language skills as their
age of arrival increased.

(Report in McLaughlin 1978, p.56)

Against these two studies must beplaced-several others

with quite different results. One of the most comMOnly cited

is that of Asher and Price (19o7), summarized below by Martin

Braine.

Asher and.Price gave the same controlled exposure to a
little Russian to 8-, 10-, and 14-year-old children, and
to college students. In three short sessions over a
four day period, the subjects heard Russian commands

uttered on tape and learned tie meanings of the commands
just by watching the adult model obey them. Half of.
each age group simply watched the model act out the
command; the other half copied the model's acting out of
the command. There was no other teaclOng of Russian of
any tort. In the retention tests that came later, the
subjects were tested by seeing if they could act out
Russian commands without the adult model. The Russian
material consisted initially of one-word commands like
Sit, Walk, Squat, then of combinations like Run to the
table,'Put dawn the book, and ended with instructions
like Pick up the paper and the pencil and put them on,
the phair. Several of the tests used combinations of /

words which were not identical to those used in the
training. The results were that the adults obtained .
nearly perfect scores on all tests; they were superior
to all the children, doing about twice as well as thee

8-year-olds, with the intermediate age groups in between.

(Braine 19711i, pp.71-72)

Stith and Braine (reported in Hacnamara 1973, pp.63-64) in

a raehei different kind of experiment obtained results tending

in a similiar dipectiop. They attempted to. teach subjects of

different ages a miniature'artificial language and then tested

them on their progress. In these tests the adult subjects

performed better than the children.

1 tip
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Other studies were confined to younger and oldei groups of

children: Urs 8Uhler (1972) investigated more than 1,500 Swiss

school children learning French as a second, language. Of these,

some had begun French it the fourth grade, others in the fifth.

On two separate testing occasions the children who had begun

French later performed sigmificantly,better on various tests of
.

French language skills.

Likewise, Susan Ervin-Tripp (1974) found that even in a

natural milieu where the secod4,1anguage was a constant feature

of the environment end where the emphasis was on.couinunicationt'

older children acquired the language more rapidly than youyger

children. Her sample contained children ranging from four to

nine years of age, And her study focused on morphology and ''i-

syntax. It was the older children who exhiLited a superior

mastery uf,these elements, even though their exposure to the .

,Second language was novmore than equal to that of the younger

children.

1

McLaughlin reports a similar study carried out by C. E. Snow

and M. Hoefnagel-HOhle (1975). Again, the learning environment

was :mural rather than formal:

. in a sample of American children, adolescents, and
adults learning Dutch in Holland, it was the adolescents

who acquired the language most readily.

(McLaughlin 1978, p.0)

/
Two studies whin have already been mentioned in other

cont exts are also relevant here. As has been stated above (p.3),

Fathman (1975) obtained results Suggesting that younger children

are more successful than olger children at acquiring an authentic .

'pronunciation when learning a new language. However, she also

found that the older children in her sample (11 - 15 years),

.// whose exposure to the,language was the same as that of the

'younger group, 'performed significantly better...-o'n the

4 10 Nk
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morphclogy.and syntax subtest:-.... than did the'younger.

children, 6 ;10icars' (pp.248-249). As have seen (p.5),

Ekstrand's finding& (1976) run counter to Pathman's on the

question of pronwiciation. On the other hand, since they

indicate a gegeral improvement of. learning ability with age

over a whole,range,of language skills, they appear to confirm .

Fathman's'conclusion that, older chillfsin are 'more successful

in learningthe morphology and'syntax of a second language' (p1251).

1

-On the evidence, the case for an.dverall decline inithe

capacity to learn a, second language at the approach of adulthood

would have to be deemed not prOved. In fact% if one disregards

the matter of acquiring a native accent most of the research

reviewed points in the ,OPosite direction; for other aspects of

language, the learning capacity seems actually to increase with

age.

Other research, less explicitly comparative in nature,

provides gogd grounds forpelieving that language leirning,

inautiing firit language learning, both can and sloes procied

beyond the years of early childhood. Braine (1971b)-reports an

4 umphtaished study carried out by A. Bar-Adon (1959) on children

learning Hebrew as their first language:

Hebrew lexical roots usually consistoftfiree consonants;
vowels intercalated between the consonants belong-to the
formative morptmmes distinct from the.lexicel root.
Because they have more than one phonemic realization,
several of these consonants have to be considered as
morphophonemes, and their varying phonemic shapes are
determined in a complex way by the position of ttte
consOnantfin the root (i.e., whether first, second-, or
third-consonant), the 'conjugation' in which the root
appears, and the tense form.... These...morphophonemic,
alterations are not fohnd regularly in children's speech;
instead, one shape of die consonant ;ends at first to be
used in all forms of a particular verb.... Regularizations
of this'sort may be found ,as late as adolescence....

. (Braine 1971b, 0.28-29)
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John Carroll (1971, p.117) quotes from F. 2idonis's

investigation of some Americah nintkgraders' written English.

When'rigorous criteria of well-formednePs were applied.in
the analysis of writing samples, almost half of the
senteves written by the ninth graders were judged to be
malformed. This finding runs counter to the widespread

,
contention of the structural linguist, who is not .oncerned

with.well-formedness as a grammatical goal, that children
have acquired virtually full command of the grammar of
English at an early age. The more likely contention is
thnt the grammar of English is never fully mastered.

(2idonis 1965, p.408)

ti

Carroll goes on tosobserve:

Although there are certain aspect; of grammatical comperenc9
that seem to ke well mastered even at the normal schodl entry
age, there are other aspects in which development is slow,
at least for many children. We know little about the actual
grammatical competence of adolescents or even adults as
manifested in either speech or writing. Ninny of Zidonis's
ninth,graders were apparently unable to recognize the mal-
formedness 2f the sentences they wrote. Ir cannot be
concluded that all adulti have acquired the degree of
grammatical competence assumed by many linguists.

(p.1219

4

/
Semantically-rooted first language skills have also been

shown to continue developing 'wig after early childhood. 'Referring

tq,a study of such skills by L. Thurstone, McLaughlin remarks on

the relative sluggishness of the language capacity in reaching

full potential:

Thurstone's analysis,of seven primary abilities indicated
that verbal comprehensOon reaches 80Z of adult competence
at age 18 and word fluency at age 20. In contrast, number
and memory factors reached 80Z of adult level at 16, space
and reasoning at 19, and perceptual factors at age 12
(Thurstone 1955):' In comparison with other.mental

capacities, then, language capacity does not seem to
develop remarkably,quickly.

(McLaughlin 1979, pp.55-56)

12
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This may be something of an undqrstatement. Carroll, reviewing

the results of various vocabulary teats, concludes (1971, p.124)

that vocabulary tends to increase significantly up to at least

the age of forty or fifty.,

-Even some aspects of the' phonological system of one's first

anguage may not be cantered until one is well into adulthood,

as is evident from Carroll's account of a doctoral_dissertation

dealing with stress placement in English:

Robinson (1967) studied the development, in grade sthool
children and adults, of competencein pronouncing, with
correct stress nlacemene, derived words with the suffixes,
-ity (as in polActiliKipaai.)` and -tion generdtion<
Onergte). She fount' that these corpetences Ilevelop very.
slowly; many adults appear not to have acquired rules for
the pronunciation of these, derived words...

(Carroll 1971, p.116)

There is some evidence that.elements of the language-

learning capacity not called upon in the acquisition of 'a first

language may lateI play a role in the acquisitiod of a second

languag;.' An,exprimeot conducted by William Ritchie (1978)

yielded results pointing to the retentiod:beyondpuberty of some

very specific language learning principles. Ritchie, investigated

a group of adult Japanese learnets of English, with parficuti"r

reference to the pztsence in their internalized English grammar

of the 'right roof constraint'. " 1

The 'eight roof constraint' is postulated as preventing

the generation of sentences in which an,element has beets lolled

to the right out of the embedded sentence where the element

originated. Thu3 it would allow:

[sThat a gun went off which i had cleaned,] surprised no one

but not:

C.'

13
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o[srhat a gun bent offs] surprised no one which I had cleaned.

.

According to Ritchie, there is good reason tq_believe that this

constraint is not acquired by children-on the basis of exposure

to primary linguistic data, but rather present from the

.beginning amongst the principles and strategies which facilitate

and guide the,coptruction of their first language.

Sow, as it happens, Japanese is a language which does not

contain 'right movement' of any kind. Therefore, the acquisition

1l

of Ja anese does not call for the operation of right roof

cons aint. Accordingly, if the constraint were seen to be ,

manifeThin the newly acquired English of a group of Japanese

adults, this could plausibly be regarded as demonstrating-the

survival into adulthpod of previously untapped linguistic potential.

Ritchie's test a questionnaire eliciting judgments Oh the

relative grammaticality of pairs of sentences did, in fact,

appear to establish the presence of the right roof constraint in'

the English of his Japanese subjects. In his view, this Itnt

'preliminary empirical support to the assumption... that linguistic

universals are intact in the adult' (p.43).

Some insights into the actual practice of second languag

learners of different ages are provided by Braine's an.lysis (1971b)

of Israeli census data on the spread of Hebrew amongst immigrants

to Israel. These indicate that both preadolescent and adult

.immigrants tend to use Hebrew as their everyday language within a

few years of arriving, whereas Hebrew tends to be used less b9

middleaged immigrants and substantially less by eldcrly immigrants.

Braine comments that, whatever the cause, 'if there is a decline

in language teeming ability with age, it looks as if it is

probably a slots decline associated with middle and old age, not

with adolescence' (1971b, p.71).

14
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A recent and dramatic set of evidence relevant to.the

survival into adulthood of the language learning ability is

provided by the linguistic development of Genie (Fromkin,

Krashen, Curtiss, Rigler and Rigler 1974; Curtiss, Fromkin,*

Rigler: Rigler and Krashen 1975; Curtiss 1977).

Genie was first encountered when she was 13 years, 9 months.
At the_time of her discovery and hospitalization she was
an unsatialized, primitive human being, emotionally
disturbed;unlearnedand without language. She had been
taken into protective custody by the police and, on
November 4, 1970, was admitted into the Children's
Hospital of Los Angeles for evaluation with a tentative
diagnosis of malnutrition... tlhen'admitted to the
hospital, Genie was a painfully thin child with a
distended abdomen who appeared to be six or seven years
younger than her age. She was 54.5inches tall and
weighed 62.25 pounds. She was unable to stand erect,
could not chew solid or even semi-solid foods, had great
difficulty in swallowing, was incontinent of feces and
urine, and was mute.

(Fromkin,et al. 1974, p.84)

In view of the.appalling circumstances of Genie's up-

bringing, her condition was hardly surprising.

There is evidence that from the age of 20 months until
shortly befote,i4mission to the hospital Genie had been
isolated in a small closed room, tied into spotty chair
where she remained most or all hours of the day, sometimes
overnight. A cloth harness, constructed tokeep her from
handling her feces vas her only apparel of wear. When
not strapped into the chair she was kept in a covered
infant crib, also confined from the waist down. The doors
of the room were kept 'closed and the windows were
curtained. She was hurriedly fed (only cereal and baby
food) and minimally cared for by her mother, who WAS almost
blind during most of the years of Genie's isolation.
There was do radio or TV in the house and the father's
intolerance of noise of any kind kept any acoustic stimuli
which she received behind the closed door to a minimum...
Genie was physically punishedby the father if she made
any sounds. According to the mother, the father and older
brother never spoke to Genie although they barked 1( her
like dogs. The mother was forbidden to speirmore han
a few minutes with Genie during feeding.

(Fromkin et al. 1974, pp.84-85)

15
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Medical examinations revealed 'no discernible evidence of

physical or mental disease that would... account for her retarded

behavior' (Fromkin et at. 1974, p.86). Nor was she autistic or

pathologically disturbed. Within*four week: of her admission to

hospital she was no longer apathetic and withdrawn, but showing

signs.of 'a lively curiosity' and 'emotional responsivity' (ibid.,

p.86).

It is not known whether Genie had ever spoken before her

isolation. On admission to hospital, the only sounds she Made

were noises associated with spitting and 'a kind of throaty

whimper' (ibid., p.86). Tests of linguistic competence produced

evidence that Genie understood 'Individual words which she did

not utter herself, but, except for ss". words, she had little if

any comprehension of grammatical structures' (ibid., p.87). Over

the subsequent two years she developed comprehension of such -

structures as singular-plural contrasts of nouns, negative-

affirmative sentence distinctions, possessive constructions,

modifications, prepositional.usage, conjunction with out and

comparative and superlative form, of adjectives.

Progress in speech production has been slower, presumably

because Genie had not learned'the necessary neuro-muscular

controls over her Vocal organs. She apparently had difficulties

regulating air flow and volume. Her sound productions were

acoustically weak and strange in voice quality. Nevertheless,

her phonological development apprOXimated to that of normal

childrene As far as syntax is concerned, Genie learned to

combine words in three- and four-word strings and to produce

negative sentences, stringd with locative nouns, noun phrases,

possessives and plurals. Broadly, her progress in the acquisition

of language, though slower than is usual, parallelled that of

normal English-speaking children. Moreover, relative to her

stage of linguistic development, she was precocious in dealing

with written language, in her acquisition of colour words and

1 6
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numbers, in vocabulary-building generally, and in understanding.

the full range of wh- questions. However, iRe also demonstrated

some peculiar inconsistencies in wool order, interpreting simple

NVN sentences incorrectly, despite the correctness of her own

sentences and her successful performance in tests imposing

apparently identical requirements (Curtiss et a1A975).

It is not at all a straightforward matter to interpret this

`evidence. It appears that Genie has in au-important sense

acquired language:

k.

...we must keep in mind that Genie's speech is rul.-
governed behavior, and that from a:finite set of

arbitrary linguistic elements she can and does crate
novel utterances that theoretically know no upper
bound... Therefore, abnormalities notwithstanding, in
the most fundamental and critical respects, Genie has
language.

(Curtiss 1977, p.204)

However, the abnormal aspects of Genie's spe'ech'may suggest

'specific constraints and limitations on the nature of language. -

acquisition outside of...'[the critical] maturational period'

(Curtiss 1977, p.23. On the other hand, any claim that it is

impossible for language acquisition to begin from nothing after

puberty becomes barely tepable.in the light of Genie's-Case:

.

Genie represents a case of first-language acquisition
after the critical age of paserty. To be sure, ter
development is laborious and incomplete, but the

1
similarities between it and normal acquisition outweigh
the differences.

(De Villiers-and de Villiers 1978, p.219)

The implicatiop,a fbrtiori, is that language learning may

continue into adulthood,land,this continuation of language

learning presumably includes the possibility of mastering a

second language.
4
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So far we have Seen dealing with avidente coriderning age
related differences in, as it were, the success rate of second

language learners. The question has also been raised, however,

whether children and adulrs, whatever their respective capacities

ultimately to become proficient.in a second language, adOpt

different approaches to the learning task or.require different

learning conditions. 4

A good deal of recent research has concentratedorl the

order in which morphemes are acquired by second language learners.

What stimulated this research was an interest in the relationship

between first and second language acquisition. Cluldrenlkearning

their first language were observed to acquire certain morphemes of,

that language in a particular order; it was hypothesized that when

the sage language was learnt as a second language the order of

morplie5e acquisition might be the same, or that, at any rate, Some

fixed Order of morpheme acquisition might be established in respect

of that language for second language leagIers.

The methods and conclusions ofsuch morpheme studiCshave been

criticized (cf. S. Devitt's paper in this series, 'Creativity and

input' in second language acquisition'). It is, nevertheless,

interesting to note that, where adult second language learnCrs

were tested, the resultant accuracy hierarchy (which was claimed to

reflect order of "acquisition) was the same as-for children leafing

the same language as a second language (see e.g. Bailey, Madden

and Krashen 1974; Fathman 1975; Krashen, Sferlazza, Feldman and

Fathman 1975; Lari.mFreetan1976). At least some researcher?

find such results significant:

da

These results provide strong evidence that the onset of
puberty.does not bring about an abrupt modification in the
process of language learning but that the adult uses
basically the same strategies as the child, iv.spite of a
great deal more experience with language.

(McLaughlin 1978, p.70

18
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An earlier investigation conducted by Bratie into pattern -

learning procedures which may be of relevance to language

learning had led him to simirai,conclusions:

. the pattern-lelmning meLaniams of these two types

oftsubjects [young adults and nide-year-old children)
seem to be rather similar for the kind of procedure.and
learning material used..

(Braise 1971a, p.I62, note 3)

Some studies'(e.g., Hale and Budar 1970; Fathman 1975)

indicate that for younger learners instruction in the,tazget

language is less important than contact with the target language

group, whereas in-a series,of studies carried out by Stephen

Krashen and others at Queens *college, City University of New

York (reported in Krashen 1976) the general finding was that

'for adults the number of years of formal instruction in the

,language as a better predictor of proficiency than the number

of jeats of exposure to and use of the language. Prolo these

contrasting results Krashen argues (e.g., 1976) that whilst

children, given a suitable environment, acquire a second language

subconscious', and,inivitably, adults, as well as fiaving access

to this subconscious.acquisition process, also learn the target

language consciously, and can thus make better use of formal

instruction.

The limits of any,hypothesis which can legitimately be

baseton the stdzes mentioned above need to be recognized.

John Schumann comments:

..it must be clearly understood that these studies
indicate pay thht the instruction helps adults to
learn second languages. They do not demonstrate that
instruction ii necessary for adult second language
learning; nor do they suggest that instruction'is
sufficient for adult acquisition.

(1978, p.103)

2.
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There is also the question of the results of some earlier

studies, which suggest tkat language instruction is less effective

for adult students t n the use of language in other activities

(see, e.g., Upshu 968; Mason 1971). Moreover, some doubt is

cast upon the pos ulated subconsaous nature of childre'n's

acquisition of second languages by tome data adddced by Evelyn

Hatch (1978), which indicate that quite young children in a

second language environment are often all too painfully aware of

the language learni4 process they are involved in. In ' shOrt, it

would be premature to conclude that there is a firm qualitative '

distinction to be drawn between the respective ways in which

'children and adults master a second language.

Theories

1

As we have seen, the assumption that children are more f!

efficient second language leaner than adult; is not, in fact,

supported by much that could-be described as scientific evidence.

With the exception of are findings of-research on the acquisition

of Authentic accents, most of the evidence seems to suggest quite

the
1-

opposite.

To be fair, it would probably be unwise to dismiss out of

hand the wealth of anecdotal and impressionistic data adduced in

support of the idea that children are advantaged in this area.

Moreover, it may be significant that, at least on the question of

accents; there is some convergence between folklore and science.

In any case, whatever its scientific foundation, theVoverstated
a

assumption has underlain, and continues to underlie, much, of the

thinking of theorists in the field of second language acquisition.

Some of the fruits of their theorizing are outlineebelow.

20
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1. Imprinting
.

.N
It is perhaps misleadihg to include the 'imprinting'

hypothesis undertfie heading 'theories', since the said hypothesis

is really no more than an interesting speculation on. a possible,

analogy between language acquisition and aspects of the

maturation of certain non-human animals. the term 'imprinting'

refers to the way in which certaidaspects of animal behaviour

are acquired during a ;critical period' of sometimet quite short

duration. For example, a deckling learns to follow its mother

during a critical time just after hatching. If during this time

the mother is absent and some ether object, animal oryerscni is

present, the infant bird will 'imprint' and thereafter follow

that object, animal or person in preference to its mother. It

has been suggested that the language learning capacity may b

likewise 'keenly operative during some yet to be discovered

critical period 3n the early development of humans' (Asher and

Garcia 1969, p.335).

Although this proposal is merely speculative; it does bear

a ,asemblance to the more highly-developed maturational
. .

hypotheses which form the basis cali.muchof the following

discrion: 1 1

2. Lateralization and cerebral plasticity

Since the 1860's, neurologists have noted a connexion

between.lesio of the left hemisphere of the brain and speech

disturbance, a have concluded that language functions in the

brain are general lateralised to the left. On the basis of

certain exceptions o this tendeficy, it has also been hypothesized

that in the case of the left-handed it is the right cerebral

hemisphere which is dominant for language.

21
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William Penfield and Lamar Roberts, after analyzing the

literature.as well as the case-histories of. their owp patien.s,

were able to concur wick the%former h nosh:.' '-.m .not with th

1ptter:

It seems clear that the left hemisphere ia stinaut

for speech, regardless of handedness. TFe reason,' ay the

sight hemisphere issometines dominafit for speech tem.s:us
unclear, but it is not telated solely to handevatvl /

(Penfield and Roberts 1959, p.102),,

. t

They went on to distusi some differences between chtldro and

adults in the matter of transferring speech functions flit- cpe

hemisphere to the other after injury., They pointed out that.

children were normally able to ,re -learn language when injury or

dise'ase damaged speech areas in the dominant hemisphere whereas

speech recovery in adults was much more. problematic, and that

whereas in young, children the speech-mechanism was. frequently

transferred with complete success from the injured dominant

"emisphere to the healthy minor hemisphere, such transfers did not

seem to occur in the case of adults (R.240).
6

1

Their conclusion was

- -that for the purposes of learning. languages, the human
brain becomes progressively stiff and rigid afgar the age
of nine. '

a

and that

,when language64are taken up for the first time in the
econd decade of life, it is difficult...to achieve .a

good result. It is difficult because it is unphysio-
logical.

22
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Penfield also attached significance to the factothat

electrical stimulation of the braill during an operation will

sometimes 'cause the patient to reexperience the past;

r (Penfield 1958, p.34). He concluded:

-

. /
1 -.. ,) .

.
.

.
..

There is within the brain a ganglionic \ record of past
experience which.preserves the individual's current.

. perceptions in astonishing detail. This record, one may '4&(
Assume, is to serve some subsequent purpose.

(Penfield 1958, pp.34-35)

9

The relevance of this 'ganglionic record' to language learning

was, he believed, that early experiencesfdp second language

would never be wasted. As examples, he cited the ca;erof his
; .own children:,

' Odi two yoUnger children heard only Gerban in the 'nursery
from the ages of 6 months and 18 months onwar4 because

'./they had a German governess. Even their parents talked
Germe; with them, to the best of their ability. when they
entered the nurserz. At thlk ages of 3.and 4 they enured
a Flinch nursery schooIe\Frowtheir parents and others
outside the school and outside the'nursery they began to
hear English gradually... AftPi 2 years in the French
nursery school they entered a regular English school...
In English school too many yeah elapsed before French
and German were presented to tfiem as regular secondary.
languages. But, nevertheless, they found the work easy
and their accents were good. Hidden away in the brain''
ofeach.mere the speech units of all three languages
waiting to be employed in the expansion of.a vocabulary
which normally takes place in later schoolyears.

{Penfield and Roberts 1959, pp.254-255)

Christophtesen, for oiie, is sreptkcaltaboutifhis inference,

and indeed about the 'ganglionic record of past experience'

,t7 After all Penfield's.pAients netted prodding withsn
electric wire during an operation before their early
memories returned. And,,the return was entirely random.p
It should be noted, to4.that ?salad's patients were

.

41, .

' 23.
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suffering from epilepsy, and we cannot be surethia healthy
brain would react in a similar manner..." we are not even
surethat theialleged early memories were true memorie4.

(Christophersen,19/i, p.49)

. With regard to the claim that 1dult4 find second language

learning difficult because it is 'unphysiological', Leonard Newmark

and David Reibel have commented:

)
.

if it i2 'unphysiological' for an adult brain to.lea n a
.

new lanivagerhow are we to account for the fact that it is
possible at all? What court an 'unphysiological' mechanism
be that would explain language learning in adults? In fact,
many adult learners do learn new languagbs very well. What
is usually taken as evidence against their ability to learn
as a child learns is the fact thit they speak the new
lailguage with an accent. But our point is that they do
learn to speak it, and that the amount of skill they often
acquire far exceeds the amount of skill they do not seem to
acquire. The neurophysiological evidence may be used to

- argue that adults are quantitatively inferior to children
as language learners: it cannot be used to argue that tley

''are qualitatively different kjnda of learners.

(Newmark and Reibol 1968, pp.154-155)

Penfield.certainly Admitte4 that it was not impossible' for
4 .

adults'to learn a second language enfield and Roberts ,1959, p.225).

In fatt; he actually undermined his own case in the course of a

pasgage in raise of the Direct Method:,
NA

/

eic
The directimethod of le ning language can succqed at an
older age 7,gmen after nine years - and adults can, of
course, learn by it. le success of the Berlitz method
is evidence of this. Someadults do quite well.

l' (Penfield and Roberts 1959, p.24)

As an example of an adult learner who, through_direct contact with

native-speakers, became 'a master' of his target language, Penfield

mentioned Joseph Conrad. Now the success of the Berlitz Method

and Joseph Conrad's English are to he squared with the supposedly '

'unphysiological' character of adult second language learning is

;: I 24
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not entirely clear.

Probably-the best known treatment of maturational factors,

in lafiguage learning is that of E. H. Lennebers. According to

Lenneberg, there are good reasons for suspecting the presence

of.'biological endowments in mast that abbe the human form of

vomulication uniquely pOssible for our species' (lanneberg 1964,

reprint p.32).. These reasons fall under five geniral headings:

(40 Anatomic and physiologic correlates

There is increasing ftvidence that verbal behavior is
related to a great numberof morphological and
functional specialisations...and...sensory and cognitive

. specillixations prerequisite for language.

(b) Developmental- schedule

The oniet,of spaechis so extremely regular phenomminon
appearing at certain tine in the child's physical
development and following Mixed sequence of events...

(a) Difficulty in suppressing language ,

The ability'to learn languageis so deeply rooted in
man that children learn it eves in the face of iramatic
handicaps.

(d) Leaguese cannot be taught.

!Uri is no evidence thtt.amy non-human form has the
capacity to acquire even the most primitive stages of
language development.

(a) Leagues. universals

Although language families are so different, one five
the other, that we cannot find any historical connexion
between then,' every language, without exception; is
based on the sane universal grindiples of semestics,
syntax and phonology.,

SiZensbers II44, reprint pp.32-33)

Lenaeberg also suggested that the basis for the language

capacityndght be trauaitted genetically. is evidence for)

this suggestion relates to 'familial occurrence of language

disabilities': schtunseenal abnormality assetiated with varying

25
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degrees of mental retardation and a striking failure of speech

development', and 'en inherited error of metabolism producing a

disease known as histidincmia which has iu its wake a very high

incidence of specific disturbance of language development' (1964,

r. print pp.37-39).

Lenneberg further claimed that language capacity was

independent of such general properties as "intelligence' and brain

weight. He cited experimental a. observational evidence

indicating that 'grossly defective intelligence need not implicate

language; nor does theabsence of language necessarily lover

cognitive skills' (1964, reprint pp.39-42), and pointed out that

nanocephalic dwarfs, whose 'head circumference and estimated brain

weight barely exceed those of a newborn infant,...all...acouire the

rudiments of language, including speaking and understanding, and

the majuritv master the verbal skills as well as a normal five-

year-old child' (1964, reprint pp.43-44).

A major feature of Lahneberg's 'biological perspective' is

his contention 'that the appearance of language is primarily

dependent upon the maturational develoiment of states of readiness

within the child' (Lenneberg 1967, p.142). In support of his view,

he referred to the way in which speech develops.in the normal child:

The onset of speech consists of a gradual unfolding of
capacities:* it is a series of geherally well-circumscribed

thke place between the second lind thitd year

ipportant 'speedk mifestoiieli-hrb reached
tit ifIt'Ailf?ANOLW,We-hndl :ft4INellieWell4AxAtitAtlelltitrono-

, imetaf age. 4:luir as impressive* 'the 'ager*Otistaitcy is

the remarkable synchronization of speech milestones with
motor-deVelopmental milestones...

(1967, p.I27)

.
and noted the fact that this speech/mow-developmental synchrony

i%41104ffgcted'hy environmental differences such. ak.the,particular

Pains,, *1

26
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language being acquired and the prevailing child-rearing practices

(1967, pp.135-139).

o The claim is not, of course, that environmental.contingencies

,
play no role in language acquisition, but that the way in which

.environmental stimulation is utilized during a,,particular phase

of development is determined by internal biological factors.' Of

especial interest for the question of second language learning

is Lenneberg's view that these biological factors impose age

limitations on language acquisition;

yr.

Itere zs evidence that" the primary acquisition of language
it'predieated upon a certain developmental stage which is
quickly outgrown at.the age oflpuberty.

_(1967, p.142)

According to Lenneberg, then, there is a 'critical period' for

language acquisition between the onset of language around the age

of two and the decay of language readiness at puberty.

' The main plank of Lenneberg's argumene - to which we shall

=return - has to do with the lateralization of language funCtions

in the brain. However, he also cited (1967, pp.154-155) evidende

. with no specific bearing on the lateralization hypothesis; this

concerned language development in the retarded and the effect of

sudden deafness on language at various ages. In a three year

vbservational study of fiftyfour mongoloids (Lenneberg, Nicholas

and Rosenberger 1964), Lenneberg and his collaborators had been

able to record progress in language development only in children

yoUng.tr than fourteen years. This was taken by Lenneberg to

constitute support for the view that the 'critical-period' for

language-learning:ends around puberty. He apparently did not

take account of the fact that the study in question was of

abnormal language development the relevance of which to normal

language developmeqt was not beyond doubt. His evidence from

27
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laneuage-deafness, again based on his own oUservations, suggested

that wheri-children.deatened befora the age of trio were no more
easily trained in language skills than the congenitally deaf, those
who lost their hearing after

having been exposed - even for.a short
ime - to the experience of

language subsequent to the completion
of their second year were much easier to train. Lenneberg inter-
preted thisiSs indicating that the 'critical period' was to be
seen as beginning around the age of two years.

The connexion between the 'critical period' and latCLlization
as proposed by Lenneberg (1967, pp.142-153)

is succinctly
summarized by McLaughliu as follows:

Lenneberg reviewed the evidence for the phenomenon of
cerebral dominance and concluded that in childhood the
left hemisphere is ordinarily

more directly involved in
speech and language function than the right, though the
right hemisphere is.6614passive with respect to verbal
communication. As the child grows older, however, the
two hemispheres become increasingly specialiied for
function,.and eventually, with the completion of
latcralization, the,polarizbtion of function bctween
left and right takes place,

displacing language entirely
to the left and certain other functions predominantly
to the right. if a lesion ekurs in either hemisphere
during childhood, this polar Tation cannot take place,
and the language function - topper with other
functions - persists in the unharmed hemisphere.

(McLaughlin 1978, p.49)
%4

Usipg L. U. Basser's (1962) survey of tne literature Lenneberg

cited two kinds of evidence in support of his view that

lateralization was complete by puberty: data from unilateral

brain damage and data from hemispherectomies. He claimed that
the former indicatqd that injuries to the right hemisphere caused
more language disturbance in children than in adults, whilst the

latter sumsled (cf. the conclusion of Penfield and Roberts

referred to above) that children
were able completely to transfer

the speech function to the less
dominant hemisphere whereas aillults

28.
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were not. Time limitations for language acquisitionybre thus

linked by Linneberg to 'the far-reaching Aasticity of the human

brain (or lack of cortical specialization) with respect to

language, during the early years of life' (Lenneberg 1967,.p.154).

Lenneberg contended.that cortical specialization and hence

the loss of cerebral plasticity had deleterious effects on post-
. pubic second language learning:

. ,

Most individuals of average intelligence are able to learn
a second language after the beginning of their second
decade, although the incidence of 'language-learning-blocks'
rapidly increases after puberty. Also automatic acquisition
fr'm mere exposure to a given language seems to disappear

"after this age, and foreign languages have to be taught
and learned through a conscious and labored effort.
Foreign accents cannot be overcome easily after puberty.
However, a person can learn to communicate in a foreign
language at the age of forty. This does not trouble our
basic hypothesis on age limitations because we may assume
that the cerebral organization for language learning as
such has taken place during childhood, and since natural
languages tend to resemble one another in many fundamental
aspects..., the matrix for language skills is present. -

,

. (Lenneberg 1967, p.176)

Such sweeping statements about a post-pubic fall-off is the

'capacity to acquire a second language must be treated with caution.

They seem to be based on personal impresiions rather than hard

evidence; indeed, only in the case of 'foreign accents' does the

currently availible evidence offer any real support to Lenneberg's

position. .

4

The above-quoted passage is reminiscent of Penfield's

suggestion that second language learning in adulthood is 'unphysior

logical','so that Newmark and Reibel's critique of that suggestion

(see above, p.22) would appear to apply. Lenneberg attempts to

dodge such criticism by claiming that primary language acquisition

in childhood provides a basis for a degree of second language

29
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learning in adulthood thanks tqltinguistic universals ('natural

languages tend to resemble one another in many fundamental

aspects'). This can hardly be taken seriously, however.

A command of these 'fundamental aspects' would fall.very far

short of enabling one to 'communicate in a foreign language'.

Actually, the whole question of the maturation of the brain

and language acquisition has become highly controversial. There

have been numerous challenges to Lermcberg's thesis. Krashen

(1973, p.65) reanalyzed the data cited by 4enneberg from Sasser,

and pointed out that'im all cases of injury to, the right hemi

sphere resulting, in speech disturbance, the lesion was incurred

before five'. He further noted that 'studies that include

description of children injured after five indicate that

the effects of right lesions in older children is the same as in

adults'. He was thus led to advance the hypothesis 'that

lateralization is established around age five'. His review of the

evidence concerning the.abiliCy of the minor hemisphere to take

over the language function when the dominant hemisphere is disabled

confirmed him in this conclusion.

Actual data °xi transfer (of the language function) indicates
that perfect transfer is definitely possible before five...
Lenneberg (1967 : 152) notes that Sasser's cases were injured
"before teens" and uses this data as evidence that transfer
is possible just up to puberty. Again, in all cases, the
lesion was incurred before five. For lesions incurred
during addlthood, complete,transfer has not yet been

-reported...

(p.67)

Marcel Kinsbourne (see, e.g., Kinsbourne 1975; Kinsbourne and

Hiscock 1977) is sceptical about the whole notion of progressive

lateralization:

...the concept that, in the course of maturation, the area
of the brain involved with a given function progressively .i.---shrinks is a curious one, for whi,h there is no model whatever

I 3 0
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in the neurophysiological literature for any species.

(Kinsbourne 1975, p.245)

Be is critical of the data used by Lenneberg"to justify his claim

that for children damage to Other sideof the brain is likely to

cause aphasia. In particula he calls into question.the trust
.

worthinesa and the represen iveness of the case material, the

reliability of the evidence cited for lateralized lesion and

aphasia, and the logic of the inferences drawn. On the

reliability of the evidence, for example, he has this to say:

In order to bearon the question of righthemisphere
damage, the clinician who reports the case must show'
two things: 1`) that the. right hemisphere was selectively

damaged, and 2) that language was theieby affected.
Cases in the literature fall short on both these counts.
It is at the best of times difficult to establish
lateralization of brain damage in the absence of autopsy
evidence or at least highly sophisticated neuroradiological
or direct neurological evidence. In fact, Lenneberg's
reported cases come nowhere near meeting adequate criteria
for drawing such conclusiobs... The evidence...that
language was indeed interrupted is equally fragile. In
no cases ire the results of speech and language testing
reported, nor indeed is much heed paid to anything other
than speech output. Usually the report amounts to no
more than the observation that the child was not speaking
to the clinician. -

(Kinsbourne,1975, pp.245-246)

In his view, Lenneberg's data accord only with the weaker claim

that the younger brain is'uore adaptable, better able to transfer

particular functions from one hemisphere to the other:

..if children really do recover more quickly from aphasia,
this does not necessarily indicate that in children the
right hemisphere is more involved in ongoing language"
control than it is in,adults. It merely illustrates the
greater plasticity of the less mature organism as it
compensates for functional loss due to damage...

(Kinsbourne and discock 1977, p.174)
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As Kinsbourne and Hiscoci illustrate (pp.176-188), a great

deal of recent evidence suggests that the lateralization of language

functions is e0tablifhed much earlier than Lenneberg and indeed

Krashen supposed. Much of thislevidence comes from 'dichotic

listening' tests, in which a different stimulus is delivered

simultaneously to each of the subject's ears. Since it is known

that information from each ear passes primafily to the contralateral

hemisphere, from an advantage discovered for a particular ear for

a particular stimulus it can be deduced that information from that

stimulus is ,processed in the hemisphere opposite. Now, many

dichotic experiments (e.g., Bever 1971; Gilbert and Climan i974;

Ingram 1975) yield a right ear advantage for verbal material in

children as young as two and three. The results of studies

conducted by Kinsbourne himself and his associates, involving

,dichotic and Other techniques, (reported in Kinsbourne and Hiscock

.1677, pp 177 -186) point in the same direction; laterality or

asymmetry of function is detectable from a very early age.

Asymmetries are seen in children as young as 3 years,
and the asymmetries remain relatively constant until
age 13.

(Kinsbourne and Hiscock 1977, p.186)

.

In fact, evidence Irma experiments with infants suggests that

laterilization may precede the onset of language. For example,

Dennis Molfese /1977) reports that in an\experiment testing. the

auditory evoked potential - 'the very gross response of a large

population of neurons to the presentation of a stimulus' (p.21) -

in the left and right temporal area of infants (mean age 5 -

months), children, (mean age 6.0 years) and adults (mean age 24

yearn) :

Indications of differential hemispheric responding were
present, not only in the reaponse of the adults but in
those of the infants and children as'well. In fact, an
analysis of variance revealed that the degree of laterality
in the infants was actually greater than that of the adults

t-
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for both the speech and nonspeechetimuli.

(p.23)

The general patter;for all subjects was that for nonspeech

stimuli there was a greater right hemisphere response and for

speech stimnli a greater left hemisphere response (cf. Holfese,

Freeman and Palermo 1975).

A similar asymmetry was revealed by a dichotic listening

test using music and spfech as stimuli which was administered

to 46 infants (Entus 1977): .

In the speech experiment, 34 of 48 infants (71S) shoved a
right-ear superiority; and in the music experiment, 38 of
48, infants 1792) showed a left-ear superiority.

A (p.68)

These results indicate that infants between the ages of 22
and 140 days display the typical adult pattern of lateral
asypmetry for dichotically presented speech and non-speech

' stimuli. Functional asymmetries thus appear to be present
at a very early age, possibly even at birth. One conclusion
to be drawn from this is that the equipotmitiality of the
infant brain, whereby one side can readily take over the
functions of the other, must be attributed to plasticity,
rather than to a lack of.hemispheric specialisation.

(p.71)

1

There is some counter-evidence to this view from scores on

IQ tests. For instance Bryan Woods (1980) tested the Performance

and Verbal IQ of SO patients who had sustained unilateral non-

progressive lesions during infancy or childhood. He regards his

results as supporting the hypothesis that lateralisation develepe

with age:

1...perinatal lesions of the right hemisphere lover Verbal IQ
ratings, whereas childhood lesions of the right hemisphere
do not affect the verbal ratings. This more limited effect
of 'later' right -hemitiphart lesions is found even with
damage incurred early in tha-fiFst decade. It is compatible
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with the hypothesis that after very early unilateral
lesions both sides of the brain have the potential for
a widespread functional reorganization, but that this

'potentialls gradually restricted in extent, particularly
as regards the effects of right hemisphere lesions on
left-hemisphere functions, asimeasured by Verbal IQ.

(p.69)

I.

It_has to be_said that-the reliability of_IQ tests in

predicting language impairbents is. questionable since, as Maureen

Dennis and Harry Whitaker pOint out, such tests do not directly

measure knowledge of language structure (1977, p.99). However,

Dennis and Whitaker themselves, after reviewing research dating

back to\1868, andin,the light of a study of. their own of three

children'Who h'ad undergone hemispherec'omy, conclude:

Hemisphere aquipotentiality does appear to make an untenable,
supposition about the brain because it neither explains nor.
predicts at least two facts about language - that the two
perinatal hemispheres are not equally at risk for ranguage
delay or disorder and that they are lot equivalent substrates
for language acquisition.

-(p.103)

An interesting compromise theory is that the brain is already

assymmetrically organize° in infancy, but that further lateralization

occurs subsequently'. Morris Mostovitch takes this line, arguing

(1977, pp.206 -207) that the evidence which 'favorsthe notion that

hemispheric differences in structure and function are apparent very

early in development' does not necestarily point to the conclusion

that ' lateralization is complete at this e stage'. His view

is that, whereas the lateralization of cur ain 'low-level' functions

of a phonetic and/0r phonological character may be 'complete by

the first-year o' life', the sensorimotor cognitive structures

underlying the child's early usg of syntax and semantics may be

,'represented in both hemispheres', in which case 'his meaningful

linguistic utterances will be mediated by both hemispherei,lalthough
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perhaps not to the same degree'. He suggests that 'language

becomes more'strongly lateralised to the left hemisphere' as the

child's linguistic and cognitive skills develop..

Sandra Vitelion (1977i p.269) adopts a similar kind of

position:

"Left-hesiipliere tp-Ecialization-may-be-functional-st-

birth...but this does not necessarily mean that it
remains unchanged from infancy to senescence.

She takes the view that lateralization continues through child-

hood as a 'secondary manifestation of cognitive development':

...as a cognitive function develops which requires the
i type of processing for which the left hemisphere is
specialized, then that, cognitive function and any tasks
dependent on such functions will be processed-more by
the left than the right hemisphere.

Evidence, in support of the view that the right hemisphere

at some stage participates in, or at least has the latent ability

to participate in, the processing of language comes from studies

of split-brain patient,:
.4%

In th4lr studies of split-brain patients (patients whose
cerebral cosmdssures had been sectioned to prevent s ;

epileptic discharge: from spreading from one hemisphere
to the other), Sperry and his associates found that
certain basic linguistic abilities are reflected equally
in both the dominant and nondominant hemilpheres. In
these studies, (e.g., Sperry i Gazzaniga,-1967; Sperry,
Cazzaniga, i Bogen, 1969; Gazzaniga, 1970) split-brain
patients were tested for minor-hemisphere speech
comprthension by being asked to retrieve unseen objects
or carry out commands with the left hand. Since
information from the fingers is projected on the contra -

lateral hquisphere, such tests provide information about
minor (riiht) hemispheric functioning. Sisiiarly,,a

series of words was presented tachistoscopically to the
'minor hemisphere, and subjects had to indicate with the

.,

. I.
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left hand when the written word matched a spoken word.

(McLaughlin 1578, p.51)

What this appears to show is that, although the dominant hemisphere

has a clear superiority in terms of verbal abilities, the minor'

hesfsphere is-nevertheless_capable of certain kinds of linguistic

processing. Some reaction time studies with normal subjects

(Moscovitch 1973) also indicate that the minor hemisphere can

perform adequately on verbal tasks that are relatively memory free.

A 'strict lateralization model' which would restrict 'll language

functions to the dominant hemisphere, would seem, therefore, to

be ruled out.

One of Molfese's experiments also yielded results indicating

developmental differences in hemispheric functioning. In this

study (1977, pp.29-33) he measured the auditory evoked potential

of six adults and eight neonates in response to a speech syllable

into which, after fifteen repetitions, a voicing change was

introduced which crossed the phoneme boundary, In five of the

six adults the response came from the left hemisphere, whereas in

the six infants in whom a response was registered both hemispheres

responded in the same manner. This is taken by Molfese to suggest

'differendes in hemispheric responding between neonates and

adults'.

Although some mechanisms may be present at birth that
enable the neonate to detect certain acoustic changes,
furthc hemispheric development and linguistic exposure
may be necessary before the neonates responses are
comparable to those of adults.

(p.33)

Some very reent findings appear to shot; that certain very

specific language functions are permanently subserved by the**

right hemisphere. Eliot Ross (1980), having systematically

examined patients with focaltdamage to the right hemisphere for

disorders of prosooy, comes'to the conclusion that the prosodic
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frelemetits of language are a loginant feature of the right hemisphere

and that the.functional -anatomic ooanization of prosodi in the

right hemisphere mirrors the organization of 'propositional .

' language' in the left hemisphere.
4

Finally on the question of lateralization and brain

plastiCity, mention should be made of Herbert Seliger's 'multiple

.
critical periods hypothesis' (Seliger 1978). Moscovitch

ILand-Witelsok-Seliger-ccepts-the-evidence-of 'Ty-early-

lateralization, but believes that lateralization is nevertheless,

a continuing.process. He quotes evidence from three studies in.

support of this hypothesis - Alajouanine and L'bermitte. -1965;

Brown and Jaffe '1975; Brown ;n06caen 1976. t

Alajouanine and L'heraitte flopd that similar cerebral

lesions caused aphasic disorders which differed according to

whether the injury was sustained by an adult or a child, and

according to the age of the childien. Brown and JaffJ; found not

ffl.y that different age pouf, exhibited different but

also that when the lesion war in the same area of the Iiiain,

types of aphasia ringed from gAneral and widespread dysfunction

at younger ages
aof onset to sore specific types of dysfunction

in later life.

.11

To Brown and Jaffe this indica es that there is a
icontinuing process of spAciali ation which is revealed

by the type of aphasia. In-other.wordsin the case of .

the child, no matter where the damage occurs, the
disturbance to language will be much the same. In the

45 case of the adult, the type of disturbance depends on
where the lesion occurs. -

.

(Sanger 1978, p.15)..,

Brown and Hicaen found that anomaloudextrals (right-

handers'vho were mixed dominant or not clearly left -lateralized) ilps

and about 301, of left-handers showed similar aphelia profiles to

'those of aphasic children. They concluded that these abnormal

,1 4'
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groups were childlike in the sena/that their language

lategalisation, assindicated by theit aphasia' typeprrepresentedi

it 'a kind of arrest at the childhood stage' (limn and Hicaen 1976,

p.1/18).

"

From these findings Seliger argues that, just as each type

of aphasia is determined by. the state of the-localisation process

at the moment of brain dameae, so the acquirability of a particular

Aspect of language at a particular time may depend. on the state of

that same prodess. In other'words, there may be a different time-

table for the acquisition 4i different aspects of language, thia

timetable depending on the state,of-retaining plastifity in 2he

brain. This would explain, says Seliger, whyan authentic accent

v in a second language is not usually acquirable beyond puberty,

whereas; for example,,syntactic skills are acquirable much later

in life. The evidence about the rocalisation process being

arrested in anomalous dextrals'and some sinistrala is takea by

Seliges to indicite that these populations maintain the state of

plaiticity necessary for certain kinds of acquisition far beyond

what would be found in the normal population of right-handers.

He proposes4this latter bypothuis u an explanation for the fact

that certain adult learners succeed in acquiring such subsystem/

Ake the phonology and phonetics of a second language, whilst the

111,jority do not (cf. above, pp.4 -5).
1

Clearly, the debate about language, literalisation and

Acerubral plasticity *ill continue. However, even at our present

state-of knowledge we are probably:entitled to sake the following

observations:

(1) Any hypothesis which post4latesa aisdual shift from an

absence oilhemispheric specialisation to hemispheric

asymmetry in respect of language functions seems no longer

to be tenable, since some degree of laieraiisation has been

found to precede the onset of langUage.

38
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(2) Oa the evidence,'an.exactly
contrary position, yhich

would rule out the participation of the minor hemispheil

in lleguage processing at any seise, would also be untenable.

(3) 'Those theories which appear to accord best with the evidence:,

assume that cerebral asymmetry for language functions exists
from infancy, but postulate an increasing specialiiation

(i.e. decreasing plasticity) of these already lateralieed

substrates se the brain matures. Evidence from second

language acquisiticl (and itdeld from normal irst language

acquisitios) seems to be consistent with unch theories in-

sofar as, unlike Penfield's and Lennterg's accounts, they
imply a process which 'continues through life' (grown and

Jaffe 1975, p.108) rather than a definite cut-off Point for

the acquisition of all aspects of language (age nine,

puberty...). The evidence from the case-history of Genie

also fits such theories better than earlier versions.

3.' Ihn thalamus theory

The thalamus theory, propounded by Heinz Paul Wale (1976).

ressables Sensor's multiple critical periods hypothesis (see

above, pp.35-36) in postulating different rates of development

for areas of the brain subserving
differene,language functions.

It differs from this hypothesis in that whereas Unger assumes

a concentration of language functions in the cortex of a

pafticular cerebral bejisphere (usually the left heaimphare).

Wale places certain language functions (*grammar' and 'accent')

in the limbic syste (i.e. the area surrounding the brain stew),

specifically in the thalamls.

'Valm's argument rune roughly as follows (1976, .101):

damage to the cerebral cortex produces lippuisti mpairsent

'with the exception of grimmer and accent'; si e grammar and

'accent are mastered 'at an early age' and, 'once mastery is
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attained, the two remain virtually unimpaired', these functions

are likely to be seated in an organ which is itself 'ready to

function fully at a very early age' and remains 'relatively

inviolate'; an organ which fulfils both these criteria is the

limbic system.

Other linguistic functions (writing, spelling, comprehending,

etc'.) which are more vulnerable to impairlent are assumed by Walt

to be located elsewhere - namely in the cortex.

In other words, the brainlunctions basically in discrete
linguistic compartments, and not in terms of a comprehensive
that, which we call language. So far nobody has yet

-discovered the mechanism by which the brain turn the
components into a synthesis of the final product.

But basically it.means thit our linguistic faculties
probably develop separately from each other at different
stages and under different conditions and this will, among
others, explain-wAy-a child can pick up the accent of a
foreign-language without difficulty whereas an adult will
only do so in exceptional cases%

(1976, p.104)

0

The difficulty with this theory is that it predicts that the

critical period for the acquisition of acCentand grammar will

end beforvthe age of five, since. 'the Limbic System is almost

fully developed at the age of about four' (Walz 1976, p.101).

This prediction is not borne out by the evidence. If there is a

critical period for accent acquisition, it would appear to

terminate around puberty, and as far as the acquirability of

.grammar is concerned:there is no real evidence of any cut-off

point. FUrthermore, as Ekstrand points out (1980), other neuro-

logical findings suggest that thalamic language functiods are

very primitive, and that language functions are, in fact, pre-

doqinantly process2d by cortical areas.
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4. The cognitive developmental hypothesis
ri

Some researchers, notably Stephen Krashen and Ellen Rosansiylk,

have clung on to the notion thit puberty marks the end.of the

critical period of language acquisition in general almost

despite the evidence. Krishen (1975) in what is arguably a

rather selective review of research findings, claimed:

The evidence cited here in general supports the
bxisteece of the critical period...

(p.219; italics added)

The force of this statement is undermined somewhat by the

qualifications that follow:

The effects of puberty on language learning, however, may
not be'entirely devastating. The adult LAD [language
acquisition device] still functions in some tays similar
to those of the prepuberty learner, as evidenced by the
occurrence of overgeneralization errors and the Bailey
et all-result of invariant.,difficulty of function words
in learners of-English as a second language. When certain
crucial elements of formal instruction are made available
to the adult, his LAD is apparently able to function, at
least in some ways not dissimilar to the child's.

(p.219)

on the basis of a reanalylis of clinical data, Krashen had

earlier (1973; see above, p.28) thrown doubt on Lenneberg's

hypothesis that the critical period coincided with the process

of lateralization, and had concluded that this process was

complete at around five. He also noted (1975, p.219) the

evidence that cerebral dominance had been detected in infants.

The question he then posed was: if lateralization is not the

basis for the critical period, what is? Rosansky (1975)

followed a similar route; she also found persuasive the evidence

against the hypothesis that lateralization continued until

puberty, but placed her trust in the widespread 'solemn belief
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in a critical period for language acquisition which ends around ,

puberty' and in the 'anecdotal evidenre and the personal experience

of ESL teachers and researchers' which 'tell us that children:

learn second languages with greater facility and with better

accents than do adults' (Rosansky 1975, p.94):

Krashen and Rosansky both found a possible basis for the close

of the critical period in the work of Jean Piaget and his followers;,

According to Piaget, intelligence develops in an age-related

sequence of stages. The new mental abilities which emerge at

each of these stages are seen as determining the character and

limits of what can be learnt during that period. David Elkind

summarizes the Piagetian account of child development as follows:

The first stage in the development of intelligence (usually
0 - 2 years) Piaget calls the sensory-motor period and it
is concerned with the evolution of those abilities necessary
to construct and reconstruct objects... The second stage
(usually 2 - 7 years), which Paget calls the pre-operational
stage, bears witness to the elaboration of the symbolic
function, those abilitie which have to do with representing
things.' The presence of these new abilities is shown by the.
gradual' acquisition of language, the first indications of
dreams and night terrors, the advent of symbolic play...
and th, first attempts at drawing and graphic representation...
at the next stage (usually 7 - 11 years) the child acquires
what Piaget calls concrete operations, internalized actions
that permit the child to do 'in his head' what before he
would have had to accomplish through real actions... During
the last stage (usually 12 - 15 years) there gradually emerge
what Piaget calls formal operations and which, in effect, ,

permit adolescents to think about their thoughts, to construct
ideals and to reason realistically about the future. Formal
operations also enable young people to reason about contrary-
to-fact propositions.

(Elkind 1970, pp.18-20)

For Krashen the relevant aspect of formal operations is the,

emergence of abstract thinking in the adolescent, the development

of an interest in general 'systems' or 'theories' rather than ad

hoc solutions (Inhelder and Pliget 1958, p.339). Krashen suggested;
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that this 'general tendency of adolescents to construct theories'

(Inbelder and Piaget 1958, p.336) might inhibit the 'natural'

and complete acquisition of a second language:

...the person who has reached the stage of formal
operations may have not only the ability but also need
to construct a conscious theory (a grammar) of.,the
language he is learning.

(Krashen 1975, p.220)

This, according to Ktashen, :a4t cause the adult to adopt a

rule-by-rule approach to language learning, and, since it is

difficult to express all of a natural language in terns of

isolated rules, might thus limit the adult's access to

competence in the target language.

Rosansky's approach involves a more detailed examination of

the relationship between language acquisition and ' decentration' -

the process by which the development of thought, according to

Piaget, 'moves from the egocentric to the sociocentric or from

the highly personal and idiosyncratic ideas of young children to-

the socially validated and tested ideas held by older children

and adults' (Elkind'1970, p.34). She apparently accepts the

Piagetian view that language development is parasitic on general

cognitive' development:

Language...begins to develop at the end of the sensorinotor
period along side ofother symbolic functions, that is
other means of abstractly, representing what the child knows.
Pros; the sensorimotor period the child continues to
assimilate and accommodate.his cognitive structures to new
content. It is presumably during, he course of progressive
cognitive development with its gradual trend toward
decentration that.the child is also acquiring new/linguistic
forms - not as forms to be learned per se, but as vehicles
for expressing his thoughts.

(Rosansky 1975, p.95)
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Initial language acquisition, on this interpretation, is

associated with a self-centred, very limited perspective:

...initial language acquisition takes place when the child
is highly centered. He is not only egocentric at this time,
but when faced with a problem he can focus (and then only
fleetingly) on one dimension at a time,

(Rosansky 1975, p.96)

Piagetians claim that at later stages of development there is a

growing tendency to compare and contrast:

The awareness of contradictions seems to act as an incentive
to decentration; the child begins te search for both the
similarities and the differences between two problems...

(Inhelder and de Zwart 1969, p.20)

It is this aspect of decentration that is postulated by Rosansky

to be deleterious to language acquisition:

Ire may speculate that if decentration is somehow inversely
related to language acquisition ability (the ability to
extract similarities in generative principles between 2
languages, in the case of second language acquisition), and
if awareness of contradictions acts es an incentive to
decentrition, then perhaps what acts as a 'block' to language
learning, is precisely the awareness of differences. This
new consciousness of differences seems to supplant the
child's previous limitation of being able ro only focus on
the underlying similarities.

4 (Rosansky 1975, p.98)

There are a number of problems wiih the cognitive Zvelop-

mental perspective on the critical period - not least of which is

its vagueness. This is symptodized by the fact that Krashen and

rosansky respectively isolate different aspects of cognitive

gra4th as pertinent to the decline of the language learning

faculty. For Krashen the operative phenomenon is the theorizing

tendency of adolescents; for Rosansky it is their new awareness of
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contradictions: Admittedly these two proposals are not

incompatible, but the variation of emphasis exposes the fact

that the modalities of the relationship between cognitive

developm'ent and language development have yet to be worked out

in the Piagetian scheme.

. Schumann (1978) reports the view of Hakuta (1975) as

follows:'

1
...in order to test the formal operations hypothesis
empirically, the exact aspects of the second language
acquisition process that became difficult as a function
of age would have to be specified. This has yet to be
done.

(p.105)

Significantly, Chomsky's criticism of the Piagetian approach to

language acquisition in general has a similar basis. For example:

As for Piaget's...Claim that the facts for which an
explanation has been offered in terms of a postulated
genetically determined universal grammar can also be
explained as the 'necessary' results of constructions
of sensorimotor intelligence I will only say the obvious:
The literature contains no evidence or argument to support
this remarkable factual claim, nor even any explanation
of what sense it might'have.

(ChomakY 1976, p.17)

Nor does the adoption.of a Piagetian approach provide an

escape -route from neurophysiological questions. Piaget certainly

regards his model of cognitive development as biologically based:

...could we not say that...[the appearance of formal
thought] is a manifestation of cerebral transformations
due to the maturation of the nervous system and that
these changes do have a relation, direct or indirect,
with puberty? Given that in our society the 7-8 year
old child (with very rare exceptions) cannot handle
the structures which the 14-15 year old adolescent can
handle easily, the reason must be that the child does
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not possess a certain number of coordinations whose dates
of development are determined by stages of maturation.

In a slightly different perspective, the lattice and group
structures are probably isomorphic with neurological
structures... For these reasons, it seems clear that the .

development of formal structures in adolescence is linked .

to maturation of cerebral structures.

(Inhelier anePiaget f958, pp.336 -337)

Thus the problem of how cerebral structures are linked tb

language acquisition, remains - but at one remove.

.

Three further difficulties with the Krashen-Rosansky hypothesis

have to do with its predictions. The Urst is aired by Krashen

himself (1975, p.220). It is this: if, as Lenneberg claims (see

above, p.25) the linguistic development of some mentally retarded

children ceases at puberty, and if, as Krashen and Rosansky claim,

the close of the critical period is caused by the onset of formal

operations, then the implication is that these mentally retarded,

children reach the highest stage of cognitive development at

puberty, i.e. at the same time as unretarded children.

The second flifficultp is that, since the Krashen-Rosansky

hypothesis claims that success at language learning depends on

one's stage of cognitive development, it appears to suggest that

people at roughly the same developmental stage should be more or

less equally successful language learners. Schumann's findings,

however, do not bear out this prediction:

...the results of the Piagetian testing that was done on
the subjects in our study placed Jorge, Juan and Alberto
at approximately the same developmental stage. However,
both Jorge and Juan were considerably more successful
language learners than.was Alberto.

4 (Schuman:: 1978, p.105)
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.The third difficulty;, , of course, that the Krashen-Rosansky

hypothesis predicts or assumes a marked change for the worse in

overall language learning ability at puberty. As we have seen,

the evidence for such a change is not overwhelming.

'In addition to its logs al aspects, Piaget's theory of

cognitive development also has an affective dimension. The way

in which_Krashen and Rosansky take account of this latter is

dealt with in the next section, which also covers a number of

ocher prorisals of an affective-motivational nature.

5. Affect and motivation

Apart from the most obvious physiological differences

between children and their elders, probably what sepaiates these

groups in the popular mind is ad much a matter-of feeling as of

thinking. The emotional life of adolescents and adults is widely

-assumed to differ from that of children. A number of researchers

have invoked this affective difference in their attempts to

explain the putative language learning superiority of children.

For those taking a,Piageilan ii-de on language learning,

such as Rosansky and Krashen, affective factors are inextricably

bound up with cognitive. development above):

..it is the bias of this writer that...[affective and
cognitive) factors cannot in any meaningful way be divorced
one f-am the other, since it is likely that they interact
in determining the receptivity of the language learner.

(Rosansky 1975, p.94)

several scholars have linked the close of the critical.
period to so-called 'affective variables' (Taylor 1974;
Stevick 1974). It may be the case, however, that
certain of these personality changes occurring at puberty
may theosqlves be a consequence of formal operations...
According to Elkind (1970) 'the abiXity to think abstractl,;,
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a characteristic of formal operation, leads the child to
conceptualize his own thought...' (p.66)... Another

consequence, according to Elkind, is that the 'adolescent can
now 'conceptualize the thought of other people...' (p.67).

The adolescent's,resulting self-consciousness, his reluctance,:
to reveal himself, his feeling of vulnerability, may have a
great effect on 'second-language learning.

(Krashen 1975, pp.220-221)

The claim is, in other words, that insofar as the ending of

the critical period has to do with affect, it is related to the

egocentrism induced by thd onset of 'formal operations' during

early adolescence. One possible problem with such a claim is

'that.this period of intense egocentrism is, according to Piagetian

psychologists, transitory and quite iga-ft-lived:

After the appearance of formal operational thought, no new
mental systems develop and the mental structures of
adolescence must 'serve for the rest of the life-span. The
cgocebtrism of early adolescence nonetheless tends to
diminish by the age of 15 or 16, the age at which formal
operations become firmly established.

(ElitVid 1970, p.70)

lf, therefore, this. particular type of egocentrism is fastened on

as ri-, critical affective factor inhibiting language learning, the

implication is that the language learner is thus inhibited for

only two or three years. What seems to be further implied is that

the language learner is :cc: inhibited at sixtpen than at fourteen

years and that, accordingly, once is likely to be a more successful

language leafner in one's late teens than in ones early teens.

This does not appear to be entlrely consistent with Rotansky's and

Krashon's general assumptions about the critical period (see above,

pp.39-40) crindeedwith such scant empirical evidence as there is

iu support of the critical period hypothesis (e.g., the evidence

on accent acquisition; see abov-, pp.1-4).
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An alternative account of age-related affective factors

operative in second language learning is provided by the Freudian

perspective. This links affective variables in language learning

to the general development of the 'ego' and the''super.tgo'-.

The Freudian psychologist Erwin Stengel, for example, proposed an

explanation of age-related differences
amongst language learners -

differences which he appgrently regarded
as self-,eisident - in

terms of 'identification', 'super -ego' development, 'libidinal

relations to objects' and 'narcissism' (Stengel 1939).

The process of 'identification' was described and illustrated
by Freud as follows:

...the assimilation of one ego to another one, as a
i

result of which the first ego behaves like the second
in certain respects, imitates it and in a tense takes .

it up into itself..., if a boy identifies himself with
his-father, he wants to be Like his father...his ego
is altered on the model of his-father...

(Fieud 1964% reprint pp.94195)

According to Stengel, identification, the desire to be like4
others, underlies the phenomenon of 'echolalit.', i.e. the quasi-

automatic repetition of words by children learning (and aphasics

re-learning) language, but plays no role in normal adult language

learning:

In the processof the acquisition of a new language by an
adult, we find hardly any trace of this involuntary
repetition. The adult lacks this primitive mechanism of, .

identification. In the child who is learning a new
1anguagit is often pronounced and the pleasure in a
senseless repetigonof words is characteristic.

(Stengel 1939, pp.471-472)'

In the Preudian scheme the
process of identification is the

basis for the development of the Llsuper-erP. The child's

tendency to identify with his parents land, later, with other

1'
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authority-figures) leads to the formation of a set of internal

inhibitions in traditional terms, a conscience:

FarCntal influence governs the child by offering proofs of

love and bythreatening punishments which are signs to the
child of loss of love and are bound to be feared on their
own account. This realistic anxiety is the precursor of
the later moral anxiety. So long as it is dominant there
is no need to,talk of a super-ego and of a conscience.
It is only suligequantly that the secondary situation

develops...where the external restraint is' internalized
and the super-ego takes the place of the parental agency
and observes, directs and threatens the ego in exactly
the same way as earlier the parents did with. the child.

(Freud 1964; reprint pp.93-94)

Stengel attributed to the super-ego a monitoring role in language

use:

It is obviously one of the functions of the super-ego to
watch over the strict rules which regulate the relations
between words and objects. In a state of weaknes, of
the ego the severity of the super-ego relaxes. The ego
is allowed to infringe these laws.

slig%

It is, according to him, the relaxing of the severity of the super

that is responsible for the kinds of aphasia which cause

itclividuals to 'produce either wrong words or newly cirated words'

p.472). A strict super-ego was Claimed to be amaging in

othar ways:

(Stengel 1939, pp.472-473)

Each of us, and e:,recially these of us with some traits4of
obsessional - neurosis, is often ha....Leu by doubts vhether

some chosen word'really r.flects the idea of the reject.
The obsessional ne4totic c.aracter therefore slows down
the acquisiiion of a new language... But ever he normally
developed super--Kzof the adult has a retaroing effect
on the development of speer..

t 1 00
-

!.

(Stene...1 1939, p.473)
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Children, on the other hand, are not ham)ered by such ,inhibitions:

r.
The feeling that the relations betweeen the word; and the
idea of the object are bound by strict rules is a
comparatively late acquisitiqp of the super-ego... The
young child does not suffer from such doubts. It is
not afraid of wrong words and does not shrink, ,from '
forming new expressions on the spur of the moment, if
the one generally used is not at hand. _ 1:

(Stengel 1939, p:473)

#
By 'libidinal relations to objects' is meant the way in l "

.which the 'libido', in its later, comprehensive sense at Ilife
instinct,... fives o survival as well as the instinctual
sexual drive tself' fford-Clark 1 65, p.194), apprehends
and assesses aspects of external reali in relation to its)ewnx
needs and wants. Stengel assumed that 'our libidinal-rtslatien
to an object denoted by a wor.1 in a foreign language ir.sonewhat
different from our relation to the same object denoted,thypisWord
in the native language' (1939, p.474), and suggested that this
difference might have a connexion with the following phenomenon:

...the word 'slaughter-house', spoken in the native language;
may produce the picture of a house, but in the new language' the picture of the act of slaughttering an,anissal,.,.". Words
in the native language call up a.picture Ofi,,,i:stmPle life-
less pattern, while the correspandirlgAckiffil4ithei foreign
language are more primitive and concrete.!. gnt-t:orss

-.;(9teope3 p1939, pp.473-474)

More generally, he saw libidinal relations to objects as a factor
in dee ,reilistince-to a new languageonsad:thhinfless
developed state in children as,a factor iplyotingirciataxiieten"
greater ,opanmess to-nem Unlit:ages ni d::,tl a V 3 (X1

°

. fie, feel an initial resistance against objects/wink% we are
compelled ta.denote by new agree. itranother
esyrotir resistance.tozevery change ?.ils..ovi
melationilen.objitts7exesels,,arcertaianneonnt oLleesistance
to their new names. This resistance is naturally strongest
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in connectionvith objects which are nearest to our feelings.
For children this source of resistance against a ne language
exists to a lesser degree. Forshere the change is not
opposed by a rigid system of object relations.

(Stengel 1939. op.474-475)

In addition to the libido'. relations with external reality,

the Freudian psychologist also recognizes the existence of relations

between the libido and the epo. The latter are subsumed under the

label 'narcissism', which covers roughly what in layman's terms

would be described as 'self - esteem', 'self-:owe', etc. For

Stengel, narcissiem permeates attitudes towards languige and is

operative in the differentperspectives adults and Childrearhave

in regard to their performance in a new language. Many adults,

according to Stengel (pp.475-476) harbour the hope of 'converting

the strangers to their own language', whith they think of as more

universal, richer, more advanced, even sdmelh,e truer than foreign

languages.

Narcissivn also, for Stengel, underlies the °sense of shawl'

many adults feel when they start to use anew language

This can be explained by the feeling of insufficiency.
Acquiring a new language in adult life is an anajhroniem
and many people cannot tolerate the infantile situation;
their narcissism is deeply hurt by the necessity,for
exposing a serious deficiency in a function which serves
as an imply:at source of narcissistic gratification.

(Stengel 1939, p.476)
\

Another factor related to narcissi.m is the existence of

* 'exhibitionistic impulses;, which, in Stengel's view, are' powerful

'motives both in encouraging and inhibiting languag4 learning:

Some persons in the first stage of using a foreign language,
have a feeling as though they were wearing a fancy dress.
Thus it is very probable that the feeling of shame...which
often appears after a successful linguistic act, originates

52
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in exhibitionism. The child's position with regard to
these difficulties is quite different. To give a young
child a second language means to give him a second
method of play. The impulse to commucicate...makes.use
of the new language with pleasure. There is no fear of
talking. nonsense, for talkint nonsense is a source of
pleasure. Nor is there any fear of fancy-dress -!the
child loves to wear it. The adult will learn the new
language the more easily, the more of these infantile
characteristics he has preserved.

(Stengel 1939, p.477)

. .

Whilst Stengel's account., like many others, goes beyond,

what seems to be justified by the evidence in assuming differendes

between child and adult language learners, it does not postulate

arigidly defined critical period or cut-off point. Nor does it

set hard and fast boundaries between what is possible for a child

and what is possible for an adult. Rather, it suggests that the

degree to which the child's approach to language learning persists

into adulthood depends on general psychological development, and,

indeed that this approach may be largely reverted to in certain

(pathological) circumstances. Some measure of variability is

also predicted by Alexander Guiora's proposals, which like

Stengel's have aireudian basis.

Guiors (1972) introduced a new construct - qinguige ego' -

(4

idlich was represented as a sort of specialized linguistic version

of Freisdian notion A 1

41.

In a manner similar to, the concept of the body ego, language
ego.too is conceived as a maturation concept and refers to

.

a self-representation with physical outlines and firm
boundarieso. The permeability of the language ego boundaries,
specifically the flexibility of the pronunciation boundaries
is developmentilly and'genetically (in the psycho-analytic
sense) determined. That is to say, pronunciition permeability
will.correspend to stages in the development of the ego; in
the early formative stages of general ego development greater
flexibility if allowed. Thu, a child can assimilate native-
like speech in an language. Once ego development is
concluded, flexibility will be sharply restricted forever.

(Guiora, Brannon and Dtill 1972,4).112)
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In the early stages of development the boundaries of the
language ego are in a state of flux and, hence, pronunciation
ability is quite malleable... Once these boundaries become
set...thA ability to approximate

authentic pronunciation in
A second language will be drastically reduced.

It is our contention that second' language learning in all
of its dimensions exerts a very specific demind with regard
to self-representation.

Essentially, to learn a second
language is to take on anew identity. Since pronunciation
appears to be the aspect of language behaviour most resistant
to change, we submit that it is therefore the most critical .
to self-representation. Hence, we propose that the most
densitive index of the ability to take on a new identity, i.e.,
the degree of permeability of language ego boundaries, is
found in the ability to'achieve

nativelike pronunciation ina second language. Considering the empathic capacity is also
dependent upon the ability to partially and temporarily give
up one's separateness of identity, we propose that individual
differences in the ability to pronounce a second language
should reflect individual differences in empathic ability.

(Cuiora, Beit-Hallahmi, Brannon, .

Dull and Scovel 1972, p.422)

John Schumann (1975b) suggested that Cuiora's concept of ego
*permeability might, insofar as it was seen as an 'internal' as well
as an 'external' phenomenon, be related to a notion expounded by

another Freudian theori-, Ernst Kris. Kris'(1952) proposed the
idea that in many typds of creative

processes the ego undergoes .a

controlled or adaptive 'regression', that is to say, relaxes and

rererts from 'secondary process' to 'primary process' thinking.

Secondary process is the normally dominant mode of thought
foi the mature ego. It is primarily verbal and follows the
usual laws of syntax and 'ogic. Primary process thinking,
on the other hand, is an attribute of those childhood years
when the ego is still immature^ Primary process is
characterized by the absence of negatives, conditionals or
other qualifying Conjunctions. It has no sense of time and
Ives not distinguish among,.pait, present and future.
Opposites can appear in place'bf one another and mutually
contradictory ideas can exist in harmony. Also, a part of
an idea or an object can represent the whole and several
different thoughts Can be represented by a single thought
or image (Brenner 1957). Iris possible that primary process
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modalities provide aeappropriately unbiased mental set
in which the Second language can be acquired, and that
successful adult secondlanguage acquisition is
accomplished by the learner's access to primary process
thrOugh an ability.to undergo an adAptive regression.

(Schumann 1175b, pp.223-224)

.fts far as the /external' dimension of ego permeability is

concerned (i.e. the way it relates to,what lies outside the

individual organism), the above quotations from Cuiora etNal:

make it clear that this is conceived as very much bound up with

'empathic capacity'. for Guiora, second language learning

'poses a caallenge to the integrity of basic identifications',

since it demands that the learner 'step into a new world' and

'take on a new identity' (Guiora, Brannon and Dull 1972, pp.111-

112). He defined 'empathy' as

, -
a process of comprehending in which a temporary fusion of
self-object boundaries, as in the earliest pattern of
object relation, permits an immediate t.motional

apprehension of the Affective experience of another, this
sensing being used by the cognitive functions to gain
understanding of the other

(Cuiora 1972, p.142)

and claimed that people

who are more Sensitive in their interactions with others,
1

who are more receptive to subtle cues of behavior and
feelings, would have an enhanced capacity to discern
those clues and nuances which, when incorporated in,
speaking, produce authentic native-like pronunciation.

(Taylor, Cuiora, Catford and
lane 1969, p.463)

Some of the experiments carried out by Cuiora and his

collaborators to test this hypothesis (Guiora, Lane and Bosworth

1967; Taylor, Guiora, Catf?rd and '.....e 1969; Guiora, Brannon and

Dull 1972) were rather inconclusive in, their results. However,
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one of Cuiora's experiments did seem to confirm at least his

general line of thinking (Cuiora, Beit-Hallahmi, Brannon, Dull and

S,ovel 1972). It involved assessing subjects' pronunciation of a

second language af.er the ingestion of alcohol. Cuiora viewed the

lowering of inhibitions through alcohol as a means of 'operationally

inducing a state of greater permeability of ego boundaries or the

ability to partially and temporarily give up one's separateness of

identity' (Cuiora, Beit-Hallahmi, Brannon, Dull and Scovel 1972,

p.427). In fact, Cuiora and his associates found that the

consumption of small amounts of alcohol did actually improve their

subjects' pronunciation of the second languagei

Such findings cannot be taken as anything like proof of Cuiora's

hypothesis. His 'cha.1 of reasoning (lowered inhibitions induced

by alcohol produce permeability of ego boundaries which is the

essential cemponent of empathyl...may be intuitively appealing,

but...nevertheless must be seen as an unsubstantiated assumption'

(Schumann 1975, p,224). In any case, it has to be said that the
lk

precise terms of Guiora's hypothesis are not entirely clear. There

seems to be soma uncertainty as to whether 'empathic capacity' is

seen as related to authentic pronunciation alone or to second

langdage performance in general:

...we believe that the findings lend conclusive support to
our view that pronunciation ability is indeed a unique
fcc.ture of second languogc learning in that indiiridual
d:fp;ecno,:c in that skill appear to be directly related to
flexibility of psychic prvarsses as contrasted with highly
'integrated ego functioning which plays a major role in
learning and manipulating grammar, syntax and vocabulary,

(Cuiora, Beit-Hnllahmi, Brannon, Dull
and Scovel 1972, p.427; italics added)

...1 vtould1 submit tha Pmpathic capacity im related not only
tlpronunctation ability, but, also, in yet to ba determined
ways, to the overall capacity to acquire a second language,
i.e. to incorporate anew system-of communication.

(Cuiora 1972, pp.145-146; italics added)
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If the hypothesis posits a unique relationship between

empathic capacity and pronunciation, then, taken together with

the claim that 'pronunciation permeability will correspond to

stages in the development of the ego' (Cuiora, Brannot and Dull

1972, p.112), this might provide an alternative to the 'multiple

critical' periods hypothesis' in accounting for the evidence which

suggests that the capacity to acquire an authentic accent is

uniquely vulnerable to age-related deterioration (see above,

pp1-9). If, on the contrary, empathic capacity is linked to

overall language learning capacity. this may have relevance to

the phenomenon of successful adult second language learning in

general and to the view Chat, in princiPle, any adult can become

a successful language learner:

If we accept that 'lowering inhibitions' is necessary for
the acquisition of a second language in general, then the
fourth experiment [i.e. the one involving the ingeaticn
of alcohol) assumes a special importance because it does
not view ego flexibility and hence empathic capacity as a
stable state found in certain adults but not in others..
Instead it views ego flexibility as inducible. If arti-
ficial.agents such as alcohol can foster permeability of
ego boundaries and reduce inhibitions then it would not be
unreasonable to assume that given the right concatenation
of natural psychological factors, permeability of ego
boundaries might be possible for everyone.

(Schumann 1975b, p.226)

John Schumann (1975a, 1975b, 1978) has placed Cuiora's work

on 'ego permeability' and 'empathic capacity' in the perspective

of other research and speculations concerned with acculturation

and with attitudes and motivation. Collating material from Chest

various lines of investigation Schumann finds 'several

indications...that language learning difficulties after puberty

may be related to the social and psychological changes an

individual undergoes at. that age' (1975b, p.229).
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Acculturation is relevant to the case of the second language
.

learner actually living in a community where the language in use

is not his own first language:

...upon entering the community the learner it faced with
several problems thUt can produce negative reactions to
the new language and its speakers. These reactions often
interfere with second language learning.

(Schumann 1575b, p.210)

Within tha area of acculturation (Larsen and Smalley 1972,
Nida 1957-58) are such factors as culture shock and culture
stress; these can be defined as anxiety resulting frog the
disorientation encountered upon entering a new culture.

(Schumann 1975a, p.25)

As long as such anxiety persists it is likely to hinder its

sufferer's learning of the language associated with the culture

in question.

Various researchers have identified the crucial factor in

overdoming 'culture shock', 'culture stress' and indeed 'language

shock' (cf. quotations from Stengel, above pp.4.9-50) as the degree

of willingness of the learner-alien to accept for a time a position

of child-like dependence on others. Such researchers have assumed

that children are more willing to accept this kind of positicin

than adults, and that herein lies an explanation for the supposed

superiority of children as second language learners. This is

certainly the view of Larsen and Smalley:

What the, learner needs is a small community of sympathetic
people who will help him in the difficult period when he
is a linguistic and cultural child-adult. be needs a new
family to help him grow up.

(Larsen and Smalley 1972, p.46)
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gs puberty approachei and,the individual is concerned
with the consolidation of his personality, it apparently
becomes more difficult for him to submit to the new
norms which a second language requires. As an
individual's dependence on others gives way to his own
independence in satisfying needs, there seems to be
less pull toward the internalization of new norms
required by a second language.

1 (Larsen and Smalley 1972, p.160)

Such considerations may be relevant to the generality of
second language. learners, According to C. A. Curran (1961),

1

..children acquire second languages more easily than
adults because they are less threatened by the sounds
vethe new language and because they are5willing to
depend on others for support in learning. The adult,
on the other hand, has acquired

a basic security in his
own language and is not ordinarily threatened by rejection
when heiveaks it. But when he attempts to communicate
in the new language his normal

linguistic securities are
undermined, and he finds himself in a dependent state
which he may resist.

(Reported by Schumann 1975b, p.230)

The influence of attitude and
motivation on second language

learning has been the subject of a series of investigations

carried out by Wallace Lambert,
Richard Gardner'and their

collaborators (see, e.g., Lambert and Kli zberg 1967; Gardner
1968; Lambert, Gardner, Olton and Tunstall 1970; Gardner and
Lambert 1972; Gardner, Smythe, Kirby and Bramwell 1974).

Lambert and Gardner were led
by their research to the view that

intelligence and aptitUde on the one hand and attitudes and
motivation on the other operate as independent

variables in
_second language learning. As far as attitudes and motivation

were concerned, they isolated two orientations instrumental
and integrative:

Social psychologists would expect that success in
mastering a foreign language would depend not only on
intellectual capacity, and language aptitude but also
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on the learner's perceptions of the other ethnolinguistic.
group involved, his attitudes towards representatives of
that group, and his willingness to identify enough to
adopt distinctive aspects of behavior, linguistic and non-
linguistic, that characterize that other group. The
learner's motivation for language study, it follows, would
be determined by his attitudes and readiness to identify
and by his orientation to the whole process of learning a
foreign language. We saw many possible-forms the student's
orientation could take; two of which we rooked at in some
detail: an 'instrumental' outlook, reflecting the practical
value and advantages of learning a new language, and an
'integrative' outlook, reflecting,a sincere and personal
interest in the people and culttire represented by the other
group. It was our hunch that afi integrative orientation

, would sustain better the long-term motivation needed for
the very demanding task'of second-language learning.

-(Gardner and Lambert 1972, p.132)

This hunch was'confirmea:

...we find that an integratiye and friendly outlook toward
the other group whose language is being learned can
differentially sensitize the learner to the audio-lingual
features of the language, making him more perceptive to
forms of pronunciation and accent than is the case for a
learner without this open and friendly disposition. If

the student's attitude is highly ethnocentric and hostile,
we have seen that no progress to speak of will be made in
acquiring any aspects of the, language. Sdch a student
not only is perceptually insensitive to the language, but

\ apparently is also unwilling to modify or adjust his own
response system to approximate the new pronunciational
responses required in the other language.

(Gardner and Lambert 1972, p.134)

However in certain types of setting the instrumental orientation

was quite adequate:

For example, we found that Filipino students who approach
the study of English with an instrumental orientation and
who receive parental support for this outlook were clearly
successful In developing proficiency in the language.
Thus.it seems that in settings where thert is an urgency
about mastering a second language - as there is in the
Philippines and in North America for members of linguistic
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1

minority groups - the instrumental approach to language
study is extremely effective. Nevertheless, for another
subgroup of Eilipin6 students an integrative orientation

o toward the study of English had a striking effect on
proficiency, espec.ally the audio-lingual aspects.

(Gardner and Lambert 1972, p.141)

Age may well play a role in this integrative-instrumental

polarity. There is evidence to suggest that children of

around the age of ten are less likely to bi hostile to :natures

other than their own (i.e..more likely to be integratively

oriented) than older (or indeed younger) children:

In a cross-national sty of children's views of
foreign peoples Lambert and Klineberg (1967) found
that the age of ten or so is perhaps the most
beneficial developmental period for introducing
cultural differences, It isat this age level that
children are more likely to view foreign people.as
different but at the sane time interesting. After
the age of ten (and before it) children tend to
associate 'different' with 'bad'.,

(Schumann 1975b, p.230)

Accordirl to Schumann (1975b, p.230) the findings from these

various areas of research converge, at least in general terms,

and conspire to suggest 'that social and psychological maturation

may be as important or everimore important than neurological

' maturation ip accounting for difficulties in adult second languaga

learning'. If this is indeed the case, then cases of successful

adult second language learning may be explained by the fact 'that

under certain conditions adults can overcome the social and

psychological barriers of their learning'.

Schumann has beeri led by this apparent convergence - as well

as by the deficiencies of neurological and cognitive accounts

to claim that age-related differences amongst language-learners

are best explained in terms of the 'affective argument'
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The affective argumenr assumes that when the learner has
empathic capacity, and motivation and attitudes which are
favorable.both to the target language community and to
language learning itself, the psychological distance
'between the legrner and the TL group will be minimal and
the learner's cognitive processes will automatically
function to produce language acquisition. The affective
argument would claim that in children empathy, motivation
and attitudes are generally favorably tuned or at least
sufficiently neutral so that when exposed to the target
language, the child's cognitive processes will function
to produce language learning. In adults, however, the
development of firm ego boundaries, attitudes and
motivational orientations which is concomitant with social
and psychological maturation, places the learner at a
psychological distance from the TL group such that the
cognitive processes may be blocked or at least inhibited
from operating on the target language data to which the
adult learner is exposed. Unlike biological maturation,
however, social-psychblogical maturation is not unalterable.
As suggested above, under the right conditions the affective
factors in the adult can be ameliorated to permit successful
second language acquisition. It should also be noted that
since affective influences on second language learning are
not strictly related to maturation, unfavorable parental
attitudes toward the target linguagc or its speakers can
influence the child's affective factors and also inhibit
his acquisition of the second language.

The affective argument would maintain that children are
no better equipped cognitively to learn a secon4 language
than are adults. Thus in terms of cognitive ability both
are equally capable of .t.ccoming bilingual. Hacnamara (1973)
takes the same position. He argues that children exposed
to speakers of the target language lean\ better than adults
°because they get involved in real communication in order to
understand what their peers are saying to them and in order
to make what they want to say clear to their peers. He
feels that adults do not learn second languages to the
extent they do not get involved in such vital communication.
If this is true, then the question becomes why don't adults
become involved in.real communication? The position most
consonant with the affective argument is that problems with
the adult's attitudes, motivation and/or empathic capacity
which are brought about by either general socia1.- psychological ,

development or language and culture shock prevent him from
getting involved in communication which will lead to success-
ful second language acquisition.

(Schumann 1978, p.107)
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The 'affective argument', like other hypotheses relating

to the age factor in language learning, is vulnerable to the

criticism that what it sets out to account for may not actually

exist (except to a very limited extent). Proponents of this

kind of argument are also faced with the difficulty that 'empathy',

'anxiety', 'attitude', etc. may be less accessible to scientific

description than, say, pre physiology of the brain.

The main advantage of the 'affective' approach has already

been mentioned in regard to Stengel's account (cf. p.51 above).

It is that since such an approach does not postulate a rigid

maturational programme for langtkage learning, it allows for the

possibility of completely successful second language learning at

pretty well any age. This is an advantage in two spses: on the

one hand, it accords with the observed fact that some adults do

learn second languages very successfully; on the other, of al),,
the theories presenteck above, it is the one that is likely to

hold most appeal-for those trying to teach languages to adults

and indeed for the adult learners themselves!

Concluding remarks

Scientific evidence for a general age-related deterioration

in the capacity to learn a second language is scanty.' Indeed,'

most of the available hard - evidence seems°to point in precisely

the opposite direction, except in respect of accent acquisition.

Whether or not age has any real or substantial iuiluence'on second

language learning remains, therefore, very much an open question.

Of the theories that have been proposed.to account for the

age factor in second language learning- if it exists - those

which seem to be most consistent with the evidence are those which

do not assume a sharp cut-off point for all aspects of language

acquisition. The 'multiple critical periods' hypothesis favoured

6 3
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by researchers such as Herbe1ct Seliger and 'affective' approaches

of the kind adopted by John Schumann have in common the fact that

the meet this criterion. albeit in different ways.

4
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